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Needle lace evolved from the techniques of cutwork embroidery called reticella 

or punto tagliato; removing the ground threads takes time, so eventually 

lacemakers did away with the ground fabric entirely, and laid a cord 

foundation on cardstock to work “in the air” or punto in aria. Bobbin lace uses 

the same patterns, but requires a pillow and stable space to work. You can do 

this in hand, on a bus, and still get nice results. 

 We will build a small “merletti” (scalloped) border onto a lace pattern 

card. With practice, you can work this border directly onto the edge of a 

hemmed handkerchief (or any hemmed edge, see Dye, p. 8). The tack stitches 

on the card are there to hold foundation threads in place as you work; simply run the thread behind the tack 

stitches as you make the loop for each scallop. Then we’ll cover the foundation threads with buttonhole stitch. 

When you’re all done, snip the tack stitches on the back of the card to remove the lace.  

 In period lace was made of linen, silk, and/or metallic threads. The lace is worked using a tapestry blunt, 

and we’ll use perle cotton over a flax linen base cord. Flax linen thread is stiffer (which is good with respect to the 

finished lace) but stickier (less helpful when you’re learning). Kit contains: Prepared pattern card with base cord 

(100% flax linen, Bockens, size 20/3), tapestry needle (size 22), 1 yard tatting/crochet thread (100% cotton, size 8, 

DMC color B6200) for class, and 1 yard of linen thread (100% flax linen, Bockens, size 35/2)to play with.  

1. Thread your needle with the cotton thread and run the thread along the base cord, behind the tacking stitches, 

about ¾”, coming out at the left end of the pattern. (I have cards for Lefties—start at the right end of the pattern). 

2. Run the cotton thread through the tack stitches where the (first) scallop goes, then around/over the base cord 

where the scallop ends. Then go back through the tack stitches to where you started, and go under the base cord 

again. This is the dome-shaped foundation we will build on. 

3.  Work buttonhole stitch over the foundation threads up to the top of the dome. Try to ignore the tack stitches. 

4. Create a bare-bones picot: Just leave a little extra thread on one buttonhole stitch so there’s a teeny loop on the 

top. 

5. A. Continue working buttonhole stitch down the second half of the dome.  

    B. When you get to the base, run the thread under the base cord. Scallop made. 

6. Repeat #2-3 to start the second scallop. This is where it gets fun, as we start to build the next layer of scallops. 

7. Run the thread from the top of the second scallop through the tack stitches over the third scallop. Take a small 

stitch, front to back, through the picot on the first scallop. Run the thread back through the tack stitches to the top 

of the second scallop, run the thread behind the foundation threads at the top of the second scallop, and go back 

through the tack stitches and make another stitch through the picot on the first scallop (there are three foundation 

threads this time). 

8. Repeat #3 and #5A on the third scallop (you don’t have to make a picot this time). Then repeat #5A on the 

second scallop (when you get back to the half-finished scallop, just finish it).  
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Now you have a pyramid of 3 scallops, which is a very nice, simple lace edge. This is a good time to start new thread 

if you need to (run the tail under the base tack stitches in the area you’ll work next). Start over again, and make 

another set of scallops. Try adding decorative picots along the next set of scallops.i 

To work directly onto a hemmed edge: 

Thread your needle and make a small knot at the end of the thread. Sink the needle inside the rolled hem from the 

back, emerging through the top edge of the hem. Take a small stitch, front to back, through the hem about ½” over 

from the start; then take another small stitch, front to back, where you started, so the threads are even and make a 

dome. Work buttonhole over the two threads you laid “in the air” to complete a scallop. You can continue making 

single scallops, or proceed much like we did on the card, working half of the next scallop and building a third on top 

of the first one. In this case, you’re working the bottom row through the edge of the hem, instead of over the base 

cord tacked to a card. 

Resources: 

Dye, Gilian. (2009) Elizabethan Lace. Clevden Press. ISBN 0952270935 Nice history and diagrams for picots. 

“Working Aemilia-Ars lace” Greystone’s Creative Hands, Vol. 10, pp. 1034-1035. How to work a punto in aria on a 

card, notably laying the foundation or “skeleton” for a motif to be worked with buttonhole stitch and wrapped bars. 

Reader’s Digest Complete Guide to Needlework (Reader’s Digest: 1979, pp. 406-410) Great stitch diagrams. 

 

Mistress Arrienne Ashford (Marie Schorn). (2006) Complete Anachronist #130: Creating a Reticella Rosette.  Nice 

instructions for drawn thread and techniques to create the body of the lace pattern. 

http://www.bayrose.org/AandS/handouts/reticella_rev.pdf “Reticella: A walk through the beginnings of Lace” by 

Sabrina de la Bere (Robin Berry) A very nice intro to early lace. 

http://wkneedle.bayrose.org/needlelace-reticella.html “Needlelace” from Tournaments Illuminated #138 by Mistress 
Meadby ni Dhubthaigh (Charla Henny)   A very nice intro to needle lace. 

Period pattern books for lace and embroidery online: 

http://www.cs.arizona.edu/patterns/weaving/books/ng1_lace  Giardinetto Novo di Punto Tagliati by Matthio Pagan, 1550 

https://www.cs.arizona.edu/patterns/weaving/books/pap_lace.pdf Il Burato: Libro de Ricami by Alessandro Paganino, 1530s 

https://www.cs.arizona.edu/patterns/weaving/books/vfv_lace.pdf  Singolari et Nuevo Designi by Federico Vinciolo, 1606 

https://archive.org/details/MAB.31962000791792Images Nuw Modelbuch by Johan Siebmacher, 1611 

https://www.cs.arizona.edu/patterns/weaving/books/pe3_lace_1.pdf Musterbuch fur Stickereien und Spitzen by Isabella 

Parasole, 1616—Part 1 

https://www.cs.arizona.edu/patterns/weaving/books/pe3_lace_2.pdf Musterbuch fur Stickereien und Spitzen by Isabella 

Parasole, 1616—Part 2 

http://www.shipbrook.net/jeff/bookshelf/details.html?bookid=25 The Needle’s Excellency by John Taylor, 1631 

                                                           
i
 Additional teaching materials: Stitch diagrams from Dye (2009) pp. 6-9.  


